York & District Amalgamation of Anglers.
Newsheet 349 (07.16.)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LAYBOURNE LAKES. Notably, over the last few weeks, anglers have been fishing Marley pool on a
Monday, despite there being a large notice at the entrance to the pool that it is CLOSED to fishing on
Mondays from 1st May to 30th September.
The next Monday that Marley will be open to fishing is the 3rd October.
For the benefit of pleasure anglers it was decided that the complex would be closed to matches on the
first weekend of each month, this restriction remaining in force.
Would all anglers please respect the decisions made by your Committees, as they are there for the
protection of the fish, as well as benefiting all members.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------JUNIOR ‘OPEN’ MATCH AT LAYBOURNE (BROWN’S POOL). This is to be held on Saturday
16th July and is open to any young angler from 12 to 18 (in an effort to attract more younger anglers to
the sport). Draw will take place in the car park at 13:00 hours with fishing from 14:00 to 18:00 hours.
Directions....A59 to Hessay turnoff, then left at the “T” junction in the village, following the road
where a right turn is necessary at the houses. Follow this road round to the track on the left at the end
of the ‘metalled’ road and at the end of this track bear left into the complex (marked by YDAA notice
board).
Tickets (50 pence) obtainable from Terry Pinder (629126) or York Tackle. Please try and
encourage the younger generation to take up fishing using this as a ‘taster session’. Unfortunately
numbers have to be limited to 36.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NABURN WATER. (The locks and upstream to a point opposite the ‘slipway’ at Acaster Boatyard).
There have been a number of incidents of poaching and illegal fishing over the past few weeks, with
some involving police attention.
Anglers should note that this water is now under the jurisdiction of York Amalgamation and therefore
should hold YDAA membership before fishing the venue.
From 6th April to 30th June each year a “Game Permit” is also required giving preference over coarse
anglers around the locks area and to a point 600 yards below the falls on the Acaster side.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------RAWCLIFFE BRIDGE, AIRE & CALDER CANAL. Access to the canal through the Sugar Mill Ponds is
now restricted, a gate has been fitted by Sugar Mill Ponds AC to stop illegal night fishing and vandalism. The
gate will be unlocked at 7 am and locked at 9 pm, there is a contact number on the gate for use in emergencies.
Please respect and use the access sensibly. Information from the Aire & Calder Committee for our attention.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PALACE INGS. Still no further forward, the contractors have not yet finished here.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SELLARS’S WATER. Still awaiting documentation from City of York Council.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------INCIDENTS. Once again, members are reminded that any incident or flouting of rules should be
reported to the Committee immediately as reports days or weeks old cannot be acted upon currently.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ydaa.angling@yahoo.co.uk..............angling.ydaa@fsmail.net
Website : www.ydaa.org.uk
Y. D. A. of A. G. P. C.
11th July 2016.

